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Philosophy Book Exposes the Essence of the Universe Evolution,
Including Development of Nature
and Mankind
To know where we are going, we need to know from
where we have come. There is no mysticism, fiction, or
fantasy in this book. It contains only descriptions of
that existing in reality. It contains real philosophical
material that you can hardly meet in our time, since up
till now no one else has investigated the evolution
(development) problem in such an aspect, through such
an approach.
Current literature is rather far from revealing an actual
essence of development of outward things. If you have
questions about who we are and our origins, To
Cognize the Obviousness: Non Trivial Outlook on
Evolution is the book for you. Here you will find fresh
and pithy ideas as to what the outward things look like
(including development of nature and society). This is
a natural philosophy of new stage, of new level,
demonstrating practical application of dialectics in
researching.
The presented world outlook manuscript is intended for all categories of readers who are
interested in deepening their world understanding, and is expounded in a rather popular and
available manner. This small book will guide you to cognition, allowing you look at the world
and yourself with quite different eyes.
TO COGNIZE THE OBVIOUSNESS: NON TRIVIAL OUTLOOK ON EVOLUTION (ISBN:
978-1-62212-769-6) is now available for $10.97 and can be ordered through the publisher’s
website: http://sbpra.com/VladlenVK or at www.amazon.com or www.barnesandnoble.com.
WHOLESALERS: This book is distributed by Ingram Books and other wholesale distributors.
Contact your representative with the ISBN for purchase. Wholesale purchase for retailers,
universities, libraries, and other organizations is also available through the publisher; please email
bookorder@aeg-online-store.com.

About the Author: Vladlen V.K. is a Ph.D. and former employee of scientific research
organizations and institutes. He traces the development of philosophical thought as well as
advances in science and technology. His manuscript is a product of many years of observations,
analysis, and synthesis of a large amount of research material. This book did not appear
suddenly. First guesses and ideas concerning the essence of evolution and world arrangement
came over 30 years ago, and since then, the author reflects on it regularly.
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